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Abstract

Objectives: This study presents a design framework to enhance the accuracy bywhich

large language models (LLMs), like ChatGPT can extract insights from clinical notes.

We highlight this framework via prompt refinement for the automated determination

ofHEART (History, ECG,Age, Risk factors, Troponin risk algorithm) scores in chest pain

evaluation.

Methods: We developed a pipeline for LLM prompt testing, employing stochastic

repeat testing and quantifying response errors relative to physician assessment. We

evaluated the pipeline for automated HEART score determination across a limited set

of 24 synthetic clinical notes representing four simulated patients. To assess whether

iterative prompt design could improve the LLMs’ ability to extract complex clinical con-

cepts and apply rule-based logic to translate them to HEART subscores, wemonitored

diagnostic performance during prompt iteration.

Results: Validation included three iterative rounds of prompt improvement for

three HEART subscores with 25 repeat trials totaling 1200 queries each for GPT-

3.5 and GPT-4. For both LLM models, from initial to final prompt design, there

was a decrease in the rate of responses with erroneous, non-numerical sub-

score answers. Accuracy of numerical responses for HEART subscores (discrete

0–2 point scale) improved for GPT-4 from the initial to final prompt iteration,

decreasing from a mean error of 0.16–0.10 (95% confidence interval: 0.07–0.14)

points.

Conclusion: We established a framework for iterative prompt design in the clinical

space.Although the results indicatepotential for integratingLLMs in structuredclinical

note analysis, translation to real, large-scale clinical datawith appropriate data privacy

safeguards is needed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Large languagemodels (LLMs), such as ChatGPT, have drawn attention

in healthcare due to their ability to rapidly analyze clinical text and pro-

duce coherent, generally accurate responses to detailed instructional

prompts.1,2 By extracting critical, timely information from clinical

encounter notes, LLMs can access a key component of the electronic

health record that until now has largely been locked in unstructured,

text-based formats. Recent clinical developments, including Epic’s beta

testing of GPT-4 integration, highlight the growing excitement in this

domain.3,4

1.2 Importance

Despite growing interest in the potential of LLMs to extract meaning-

ful insights from clinical notes, a critical gap persists: the absence of a

design framework to improve and evaluate LLM prompts for clinical

encounter note analysis. While computer science research has begun

to explore iterative prompt development, or “prompt engineering,”

limited work has been applied in the clinical space.1,5–7

1.3 Goals of this investigation

We developed a design framework to improve LLM prompts for clin-

ical note analysis, aiming to produce LLM response choices more

accurately aligned with physician assessments. To demonstrate this

framework, we used a limited set of synthetic patient notes to refine

prompts for automated LLM determination of the HEART (History,

ECG, Age, Risk factors, Troponin risk algorithm) score, an estab-

lished risk-stratification tool for emergency department chest pain

evaluation.8,9 In addition to quantitative evaluation of patient age

and troponin, the HEART score integrates detailed assessment of a

patient’s history, electrocardiogram (ECG) interpretation, and risk fac-

tors, each requiring the LLM to analyze unstructured textual data,

extract complex clinical concepts, and apply rule-based translation to

distinct, verifiable subscores. Through this proof-of-concept HEART

score LLMassessment,we sought not only to underscore the feasibility

of iterative clinical prompt improvement, but also tohighlight emerging

considerations for clinical LLM prompt development. The objective of

this research was to present and assess a framework for iterative LLM

prompt refinement via a pilot, proof-of-concept with a limited set of

synthetic notes.

2 METHODS

2.1 Study design

In this proof-of-concept cohort simulation study, we assessed the abil-

ity of a novel design framework to iteratively improve LLM prompts.

We evaluated this design framework in the context of refining prompts

to automate determination of the HEART score across a limited set

of synthetic notes representative of the clinical encounter notes typ-

ically made available during chest pain work-up in the emergency

department.

2.2 Development of synthetic patient notes

We generated 24 total synthetic clinical notes representing four simu-

lated patients. These notes encompassed a range of electronic health

record note formats and were furthermore diverse with regard to

patient characteristics (eg, varied age, sex, and ethnicity) and presen-

tation (eg, varied symptom type and severity, comorbidities, and past

medical history). All emergency department notes and ECG interpreta-

tionswerewritten by an emergencymedicine physician and all primary

care notes by an internal medicine physician.

For each of the four patients, synthetic clinical encounter notes

were composed of the following elements:

1. An emergencymedicine physician note including history of present

illness, past medical history, physical exam, and medical decision

making. No HEART scores were provided in any of the physician

notes. The emergency department notes frequently excluded some

past historical elements mentioned in other notes to ensure the

models could not rely entirely on the contents of this note to

calculate the HEART score reliably.

2. An ECG interpretation.

3. An emergency department nursing note for the chest pain visit, fre-

quently with additional information not captured in the physician

note.

4. A prior emergency physician note for a noncardiac complaint.

5. A prior emergency department nursing note for the noncardiac

visit.

6. A prior internal medicine physician note for a routine annual health

maintenance visit.

7. A prior internal medicine physician note for a nonroutine visit for a

noncardiac complaint.
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F IGURE 1 Iterative framework to improve large languagemodel (LLM) prompts for clinical applications. (A) Flowchart of prompt development
framework to iteratively improve prompt design for analysis of clinical encounter notes, with the goal of increasing accuracy of LLM response
choices relative to physician gold-standard assessments. (B) Iterative prompt design results from stepwise application of prompt development
framework in the context of the HEART (History, ECG, Age, Risk factors, Troponin risk algorithm) score for evaluating acute coronary syndrome
risk across four synthetic patient encounter note sets.

Gold-standard HEART scores were separately calculated a pri-

ori from the synthetic notes before LLM prompt generation by two

blinded emergency physician raters, with adjudication by a third when

necessary.

2.3 Iterative prompt evaluation framework

Notes were compiled to mirror a typical electronic health record data

export and parsed into an R-based data pipeline to sort and combine

the respective notes necessary for each subscore prompt, with logical

delimiters and labels separating notes. This study did not include the

Age and Troponin subscores due to their structured, formulaic nature,

which obviates the need for LLM interpretation.

An initial draft of three prompts for the history, ECG, and risk fac-

tor HEART subscores were designed, integrating features of prompt

design from previous research.5,6,8–11 The prompts were deployed

via the pipeline, automatically querying and retrieving responses

from OpenAI’s GPT-3.5 (ChatGPT’s underlying LLM) and GPT-4. The

pipelinewas optimized for parallelization and rate limiting and handled

keymodel settings such as response stochasticity.

This pipeline facilitated Steps 1–3 of the overall framework for iter-

ative prompt design (Figure 1A). For each round of prompt testing,

25 repeat trials are applied to each prompt for each unique note set.

Subscore responses were extracted from the LLM responses and com-

pared to gold-standard physician interpretations. For each subscore

prompt, non-numerical responses (failure to follow specified response

structure or “insufficient information”) and numerical errors (incorrect

0, 1 or 2 subscore choice) were counted.

By quantifying errors and identifying which prompts and corre-

sponding note sets had low answer validity or accuracy, it was possible

to focus qualitative analysis of response errors. For prompts perform-

ing poorly on a specific patient’s clinical note set, the interdisciplinary

research team—including physicians and computer scientists—could

examine the LLM’s reasoning explanation in its response to poten-

tially identify the source of discrepancy and guide subsequent prompt

refinement for the next iteration (as shown in Figure 1B).

Wilson score intervals were used to calculate 95% confidence inter-

vals for percentages. The full prompt versions, synthetic patient notes,

LLM responses, and R data pipeline are open source and available via

repository (Supporting Information).

3 RESULTS

3.1 Gold-standard physician HEART scores

For the a priori physician HEART score assessments across the four

simulated patients (considering only the unstructured elements of

the HEART score: history, ECG, and risk factors), there was one
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F IGURE 2 Errors in large languagemodel (LLM) responses across the three starting versus final subscore prompt versions, tested on four
synthetic patient encounter note sets with 25 repeat trials per patient. (A) Rates of LLM responses with non-numerical subscore answers, either
due to failure to adhere to the specified response format or an erroneous response of insufficient information, as complete data was provided. (B)
Average degree of error in the HEART (History, ECG, Age, Risk factors, Troponin risk algorithm) subscore (on a discrete 0–2 point scale) responses
for numerical responses, as compared to gold-standard physician scores. Starting versus final prompt versions from iterative prompt
improvement, tested with two LLMmodels, GPT-3.5 and GPT-4.

discrepancy for a history subscore and one for a risk factors sub-

score, leading to an overall Cohen’s kappa of 0.733. For these specific

disagreements, a third blinded emergency physician reviewed the

encounters and independently provided scores as adjudication to

determine gold standards.

3.2 HEART score prompt results

The three initial subscoreprompts underwent three roundsof iteration

within the overall framework, with 25 repeat trials for each of the four

sets of synthetic patient notes, resulting in 1200 LLM queries each for

GPT-3.5 and GPT-4.

From initial to final prompt designs, the overall non-numerical

response rate decreased for both LLM models, from 18.7% (95% con-

fidence interval [CI]: 14.7%–23.5%) to 6.7% (4.4%–10.1%) for GPT-3.5

and 5.7% (3.6%–8.9%) to 0.3% (0.1%–1.9%) for GPT-4 (Figure 2A).

Among numerical subscore responses (on a discrete 0–2 point scale),

average error remained relatively constant for the initial versus final

prompt versions for GPT-3.5, with a mean error of 0.42 (0.33–0.50)

versus 0.42 (0.36–0.48) points across the subscore prompt results

(Figure 2B). For GPT-4, this same average error decreased from 0.16

(0.11–0.22) to 0.10 (0.07–0.14) points. GPT-3.5 had higher variabil-

ity in its responses, with the mean numerical subscore for the final

prompts having a standard deviation of 0.52 for GPT-3.5 compared to

0.33 for GPT-4. Given the final overall HEART score risk stratification

buckets (0-3, 4–6, or 7–10 points when summing all 5 HEART sub-

scores), 81.5% (71.7%–88.4%) of GPT-3.5 and 100% (96.3%–100%) of

GPT-4 numerical final HEART score calculations predicted the correct

risk group.

During the process of iterative qualitative error analysis, cer-

tain decision points regarding clinical prompt design emerged as
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TABLE 1 Key considerations and decision points when developing large languagemodel (LLM) prompts for clinical notes, with examples in the
context of prompts to automate the HEART (History, ECG, Age, Risk factors, Troponin risk algorithm) score:We identified several key
considerations for clinical prompt development based on computer science and industry guidelines, as well as from deployment of our iterative
prompt design framework with a limited set of synthetic patient notes. These design considerations require future research to determine best
practices for LLM prompt optimization in the clinical setting.

Prompt design consideration Description of decision point (“Option 2” corresponds to the design choices in the final iteration of our LLM prompts

for automatedHEART scores)

One-pass prompt vs. 3 subscore

questions?

Option 1: Ask for the History, ECG, and Risk factors subscores in one prompt.

Option 2: Ask for each of the three subscores in three separate prompts, and then subsequently sum numerical

responses to determine overall HEART score.

Explain reasoning? Option 1: Request LLM only provides final answer in brackets; “No prose.”

Option 2: Request LLM explains step-wise reasoning before final answer.

One-shot learning? Option 1: Provide example of step-wise answer structure for each subscore.

Option 2: No example; “zero-shot learning.”

Stochasticity of model? Option 1:Model “temperature”= 0.7→more randomness in responses.

Option 2:Model “temperature”= 0.3→ responsesmore determinant.

Order of notes? Option 1: For prompts withmultiple notes, list notes from least tomost recent.

Option 2: For prompts withmultiple notes, list notes frommost to least recent.

Instructional phrase? Option 1: Include contextual phrase as a “system” wide instructional phrase.

Option 2: Include “CONTEXT:” phrase at beginning of each prompt.

Delimiting notes? Option 1: Do not delimit notes.

Option 2: Delimit encounter notes (e.g., triple quotations ‘’’’“(PatientNotes}‘’’’” and "#####" between encounters).

Abbreviation: ECG, electrocardiogram.

particularly influential on response validity and accuracy, with key

considerations outlined in Table 1.

Each round of prompt testing (300 queries per model) cost $1.89

and $21.62 for GPT-3.5 and GPT-4, respectively.

4 LIMITATIONS

Due to the small sample size and synthetic nature of our encounter

notes, several limitations emerged.

First, while our synthetic notes encompassed a variety of structures,

they did not fully represent the breadth of real-world clinical notes.

Our notes were largely interpretable when transposed to our sam-

ple extract without specific textual formatting, a condition that might

not hold for all unstructured clinical notes. Furthermore, our longest

prompt with synthetic notes was approximately 2100 words, which

may be significantly shorter than some real-world patient’s compiled

clinical notes. Iterative prompt improvement with our current design

framework may not be able to overcome potential inherent perfor-

mance loss due to long, convoluted patient medical records. Future

updates to our framework may thus need to incorporate strategies for

effectively selecting and processing longer patient notes with diverse

note formatting.

Second, this study was limited by its sample size with regard to

model performance and generalizability. The small sample size likely

affected type II error, suggestive of possible falsely measured change

in LLM error performance. A larger sample size of real-world clinical

notes would address core variability of the data, decreasing standard

error as well as allowing for more extensive experimentation with the

stochastic processes of the LLM. This experimentation would reduce

both the type II error and the additional source of error of the inherent

stochastic nature of the LLM. Future experiments could also reinforce

this assessment by splitting data into “test” and “training” sets to assess

tuned accuracy of the LLM.

At present, data privacy concerns necessitated the use of synthetic

notes for this pilot study given the serious risks of transmitting real-

world private health information through nonsecure programming

interfaces or even unintentionally embedding patient data into self-

training LLMs, as is the casewith someversions ofChatGPT such as the

web browser deployment.12 The recent announcement of nontrain-

ing, HIPAA compliant solutions is a promising development for future

research.13

5 DISCUSSION

Wedeveloped a design framework to iteratively improve LLMprompts

for clinical note analysis, aiming to increase accuracy of LLM response

choices relative to physician gold-standard assessments. As a pilot

proof-of-concept study with a limited set of synthetic patient notes,

we demonstrated the framework’s ability to improve LLM prompt

design for automated HEART scores—a task requiring extraction
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of clinical concepts from unstructured encounter notes followed

by application of rule-based logic to determine distinct, verifiable

subscores.

Our framework integrated quantitative error assessment to guide

subsequent qualitative identification of the mechanism of prompt

failure, be it due to misunderstanding of instructions, insufficient

contextual information, or a more nuanced discrepancy in prompt

interpretation. By prompting the LLM to explain its reasoning in

each query before providing its answer, it facilitated error trou-

bleshooting. Moreover, employing repeat trials with nonzero model

stochasticity leveraged the inherent variability of LLM responses,

offering insights into potential prompt issues or errors that could sur-

face during subsequent tests with novel patient notes. This process

of iterative prompt design was more impactful for GPT-4 relative to

GPT-3.5, with a greater proportional improvement in valid and cor-

rect response rates across our limited data set; this result suggests that

as LLM models continue to advance and can understand more com-

plex, contextually nuanced clinical prompts, the process of iterative

prompt designwill become increasingly important to achieving optimal

accuracy.

In summary, this study presented a framework for systematic

prompt design to optimize structured analysis of clinical encounter

notes, serving as a translation of the emerging best practices from

industry and computer science literature.5–7,10,11 We demonstrated

this framework via LLM prompt improvement for automated HEART

score determination across a limited set of synthetic patient notes.Our

results have shown how, as LLMs continue to advance and gain clinical

popularity, physician input will be needed to shape LLM prompt opti-

mization to ensure reliability and validity of LLM outputs. While the

results are promising, challenges related to note diversity, overfitting,

and patient privacy persist. This study has emphasized the potential

of iterative, systematic prompt engineering in optimizing LLMs for

healthcare applications.
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